ABSTRACT Complex computing based on multi-heterogeneous parameters can utilize the Lebesgue measure to measure their linear and non-linear relations in infinite dimensional Hilbert space, which can characterize those different dimensional characteristics in a set of autonomous learning base. The temporal-spatial micro-scale mildew indices can be fitted by using four heterogeneous parameters, including temperature, humidity, wind force, and water vapor pressure. This paper proposes a fitting process of heterogeneous parameter curves, which is based on a common reference coordinate base. The multi-scale functional fitting tree is constructed by R * -tree and the Lebesgue similarity measure algorithm. When the similarity of two tree nodes representative of similar environmental sub-space exceeds a given threshold, these nodes can be combined into a parent node, which represents the environmental characteristic of combined bigger-space and its mildew curve is the fitted result of all the son-node mildew curves. The curve similarity measurement based on the Lebesgue multi-dimensional matrix and the functional curve generating process of multi-heterogeneous data curves are proposed in the micro-space mildew index fitting example. The boundary finding of fitting curves can be realized by envelop curve algorithm. Based on two years environmental measurement parameters of ancient dwellings, the mildew index comparison of indoor and outdoor can be obtained. The experimental results show that the multi-heterogeneous curve fitting algorithm is effective and the mildew indices of indoor and outdoor have cyclical differences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, complex computing and social computing are research highlights [1] , [2] . Cheng et al. [1] proposed an anomaly detection model by a rule-based anomaly detector to discover research trends. Vinciarelli et al. [2] measured personal Big-Five traits and fused them to propose an automatic personality recognition, perception and synthesis model in personality computing.
With the development of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), the generation of vast amounts of data enhances the application scope of social computing [3] , [4] . Zou et al. [3] used a two-level data fusion technology in heterogeneous WSN for detection of fires. Bosman et al. [4] devised an efficient anomaly detection algorithm performing online node-local computation to detect anomalies in WSN. The fitting and fusion methods of heterogeneous parameters need to be developed deeply. The fitted result of multiparameter can be regarded as a virtual measurement data, which also requires validating their effectiveness.
As an actual application of social computing, mildew index computing can measure damp and moldy environmental conditions [5] - [7] . Xu et al. [5] established an HP-Elman-LSSCM-based model to predict the mildew rate, using environment temperature, humidity and moisture content of tobacco as inputs. Lin et al. [6] developed a moldy tobacco online detection system based on machine vision, which used Micro-Structure Descriptor (MSD) to extract image color and texture features. Chen et al. [7] established governing equations of heat and moisture transfer and the largest possible mold growth index of stored grains to improve the governing equations of heat, mass and momentum in the CFD software. These existing methods only consider temporal variation or spatial variation and only use the fitting method based on point-style, where is lack of fitting processes and methods of different-scale temporal-spatial variable data curves.
On the basis of previous introduction, the calculating method of heterogeneous data and temporal-spatial variable fitting method needs to be developed. As an actual application of social computing, the micro-scale mildew index fitting is shown, which is based on four heterogeneous parameters via the Lebesgue measure in the Hilbert space. The major contributions of the paper are as follows.
1) The precision and error validating algorithm are given to validate the effectiveness of the WSN measurement data and the virtual fitted results by curve fitting method. The processing process of heterogeneous data curves is developed to achieve synchronization and recognize common reference coordinates by the curve projection algorithms.
2) The WSN node deployments of different micro-scale spaces may be different, and the measurement data is asymmetrical in its type and number of dimensions. The measurement data relationship of two spaces is based on an asymmetrical Lebesgue multi-dimensional matrix, which can be decomposed into the accumulated sum of a series of standardized sub-matrices. The coefficients of the standardized sub-matrices can characterize the similarity of the mildew index curves of the two spaces.
3) The envelop curve algorithm is used to find the maximums and minimums of the fitting curves, and a spatial relational tree of different scales is constructed based on R * -tree. When the mildew index curves of the adjacent spaces are similar, they can be fitted into a functional curve, which characterize the mildew of the greater scale space. The fitted functional curves of different scales are representative their time-spatial variable mildew index levels. This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the existing processing methods of multi-parameter data are reviewed. Section III presents the same-scale processing process and fitting measurement of multi-heterogeneous data. Section IV proposes the mildew index curve fitting algorithm of many-to-many points based on multi-dimensional matrix. Section V presents the application of our mildew index fitting method, and the experimental results show the effectiveness and accuracy of our methods. The conclusion is listed in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The precision and error analysis of WSN measurement data can detect the running state of the probing network and the quality of measurement data [8] , [9] . Wang et al. [8] established the model of synchronized error and variance analysis based on the clock synchronized state space model to guarantee the synchronized precision. The multi-dimensional measurement data may be heterogeneous and their relation computing and fitting become very important [10] , [11] . Jean et al. [10] proposed the generalized plot matrix to visualize the multiple continuous variables in multi-dimensional multivariate data. Gilboa et al. [11] presented a structured Gaussian Process model to test multi-dimensional inputs with additive and multiplicative kernels, which used a variant of projection pursuit regression and a Laplace approximation for non-Gaussian. These works verify the collected quality of multi-dimensional measurement data.
Multi-scale presentation can obtain richer variable dimensional features [12] , [13] . Thon et al. [12] developed a multiscale wavelet features to represent the isotropy of stationary random fields on a regular lattice. Bae et al. [13] proposed an efficient parallel implementation of multi-dimensional scaling algorithm to characterize the pair-wise dissimilarities of data. The multi-scale features can reduce global errors by keeping local errors and improve the hierarchy comparison between objects.
Curve fitting method is used to obtain the global variable trends based on limited measurement point values [14] - [16] . Wang et al. [14] proposed an indoor localization scheme based on curve fitting and location search, which find a location within the selected subarea by exhaustive search and gradient descent search. Gerber et al. [15] pointed out that principal curves are saddle points of the mean-squared projection distance, and proposed a gradient-descent-based estimator. Liu et al. [17] presented a Gauss curve fitting point location algorithm via Bi-cubic interpolation and Least Square Fitting (LSF) method to fit the gray value distribution. These methods are only considered data pointstyle fitting and are lack of multi-temporal spatial data fitting.
Mildew index computing is applied in dwelling environment, climate and mildew index recommendation [18] - [21] . Wang et al. [18] collected the distribution of temperature, humidity and light intensity of perennial micro-droplet using WSN to prevent a high humidity environment and control the invasion of micro-droplet. Lin et al. [19] used highresolution multispectral imagery for analysis and mapping of powdery mildew disease. The work utilized an artificial neural network, Mahalanobis distance and maximum likelihood classifier to compare performance on disease detection. Huang et al. [20] developed new spectral indices to identify different diseases on crops, which were derived from a weighted combination of a single band and a normalized wavelength difference of two bands. These methods only calculate the mildew in those measurement points, and do not consider the interplays of heterogeneous parameters.
The relation of multi-parameter can be measured using Gauss measure [22] and Lebesgue measure [23] , [24] . The Lebesgue measure is more suited to any convex function and the Gauss measure is only applied to the Gauss distributed data. The Hilbert Space is an infinite space, which can provide variable multi-dimensional computing [25] , [26] . Motta et al. [27] proposed a unifying framework to derive objective measures of the local behavior of projection mappings that support interpreting the mappings and comparing solutions regarding several properties. Indeed, Fourier transform, Gabor transform, Wavelet transform, Hilbert Huang transform (HHT ) can be implemented in Hilbert Space [28] , [29] , and HHT is also a special Lebesgue measure realization [30] . The curve boundedness in Hilbert Space can be obtained using Lyapunov function to find its extremum [31] . VOLUME 5, 2017 In next Section, the precision-error algorithm of measurement data and the fitting process of heterogeneous parameters are given.
III. FITTING MEASUREMENT DATA OF HETEROGENEOUS DATA
The measurement data of various types WSN nodes have different data formats and form various data structures. The true values of measurement data have two kinds of commonly used expression form of numeric and ratio types, whose format of precision and error are distinct. The two types of measurement data are called heterogeneous data. The curve fitting of heterogeneous data forms a family curve by multicurve in their common parameter description domain, which is also called environmental space, and is formed by the common constraint set U of these measurement data. Because the values of the fitting curve have precision and error characteristics, the curve is a derivative of a measurement curve, and is called a fitting measurement curve.
Numeric-type curve has distinct precision and error structure distribution, and the formed curve family has high credibility. The description curve family formed by numeric-type curves fitting has a smaller curve cluster radius r. Ratio-type curve can be converted into the precision expressive form of numeric-type curve through denominator converting. After Ratio-Numeric type curve family is formed, the two kinds of family curves are mapped into [0, k] interval curves according to the curve mapping algorithm. In the given interval of physical attribution, these heterogeneous data converge according to the relation measurement between these synchronous data, and form a convergence curve.
The curve fitting process of heterogeneous data is shown in Fig.1 . 1) The precision-error algorithm achieves curves synchronization, the decision of monotonous function curve and recognizes the reference coordinates of curves.
2) The Ratio-Numeric type converting process is used to remove the denominator of the measurement value, whose unit is 1 in the ratio-type. For the measurement data {x i }, x i is replaced by x i · d max , and d max is their max denominator.
3) The mapping algorithm is completed by the max denominator and data ratio based on hash synchronization. The data ratio conducts the same synchronous cycle data with interval mapping. The actual heterogonous data mapping examples of temperature, humidity and wind force are introduced in the mildew index fitting application.
Multi-parameter WSN data can be used to form repeatable conclusions, which needs the support of measurement theory. The precision and error models proposed by measurement theory are the main foundation that WSN data has There is no precision/error and {d i } isn't a measurement data 23 End if measurement characteristics. By fitting the data of different structures, the formed data has the characteristic of precision and error. The physical attribute of fitted measurement value is also clear-cut.
The measurable data value refers to that the formed value is the data, whose characteristics are satisfied with having a set-attribute of error and precision. That is, all measurement data have measurement value x and corresponding error x and precision ∂x. The precision ∂x is decided by the physical attributes of measurement data, which reflects the reachable precision degree between measurement apparatus and object. The error x is the quantization reaction of the measurement properties in the measurement process.
Suppose there is a measurement data set {d i }, which has a same-format structure including the integral part D i and the changeable fractional part τ D i . The general expression can be written in formula (1) .
The precision ∂d i and error d i can be obtained from τ D i by a precision algorithm.
The precision-error algorithm is given in Algorithm.1. Apply the hash-color 12 Loop Until the data cluster has no change In Algorithm.1, when the precision ∂d i and error d i exist, the data set {d i } can be called a measurement data. The fitted functional data curve can also be validated by using the precision-error algorithm. The judgment of normal distribution is based on normality-test and t-test of hypothesis. When the fitted data curve satisfies the normal distribution condition of precision and error, the fitted curve can be called a virtual measurement data series.
4) The distance-measuring algorithm is achieved by the measurement of data distance according to the Lebesgue measure. The finished convergent curves are in the physical value coordinates of reference coordinates, which is based on time or synchronous coordinates. For the data of each cycle, its weight and Lebesgue measure are calculated, and the measurement value is formed into a color hash value. That is, red is used to indicate smaller quantities of data. Conversely, gray is used to indicate larger quantities of data.
Suppose there are N curves, and n 0 curves satisfy the similarity threshold condition that the maximum is less than a given threshold, and then the curve family can be formed by such n 0 curves. The envelop curve algorithm is used to find the extreme set {e i } of these m 0 curves. The time-related maximum and minimum of the set can describe the data error.
The distance-measuring algorithm is shown in Algorithm.2.
An actual multi-parameter distance-measuring process is shown in Section V.
5) The geometric center values of these formed data cluster including color-blocks and color-lines are calculated, and the convergence functional curve can be formed by connecting these center values.
After the functional curve is formed, its precision and error can be calculated by the precision-error algorithm. The distributions of precision and error are decision conditions which determine whether the convergent curve is a measurement fitting curve. Only when the distributions of precision and error are normal, then the formed convergent curve can be regarded as a virtual measurement data series.
In the next section, we introduce environmental mildew index fitting of different scales by four kinds of heterogeneous data to verify the effectiveness of the multi-curve fitting method.
IV. THE MILDEW INDEX CURVE FITTING VIA MULTI HETEROGENEOUS PARAMETERS
The fitting of measurement data is based on the logical constraint of the target fitting attribute. By eliminating different physical attributes of data and mapping parameter values into a unified comparative space, the physical attribute curve can be formed accurately based on the introduction of measuring algorithm. By fitting the curve family of four-different parameters including temperature, humidity, wind force and water vapor, the mildew curve can be formed, which has a physical measurement value attribute.
The mildew index is relevant with the environmental temperature, humidity, wind force and water vapor pressure. The four measurement parameters are heterogeneous data. A representative mildew index curve of a space can be fitted by the measurement data of several measurement locations. Thus, the curves of several small spaces can be fitted to form the representative curve of a larger space, which is composed of these small spaces. Next, we give the mildew index calculating method about several measurement data.
A. MILDEW INDEX CALCULATING METHOD
The domain values calculating method of mildew index can be fitted by using (2) [18] , [34] .
T , H(%) and P are the current temperature, relative humidity and vapor pressure, respectively. mildew is the mildew index of a given measurement point. When the pair (T , H , P) satisfies the specified condition, the according index is slightly different.
The ground vapor pressure data can be obtained by computing average temperature and relative humidity of one period. The periodic average saturated vapor pressure P s is proportional to the exponential function of periodic average temperature T . The vapor pressure computing formula can be transformed from [32] and is listed in (3).
Where P, P s , H , T is average vapor pressure, current saturated vapor pressure, average relative humidity and average VOLUME 5, 2017 temperature of a given period, respectively. The variable of wind force w affects the change period of indoor and outdoor. So, the characteristic changes of temperature, humidity and wind force bring about the change of mildew index. The temporal-spatial variable mildew index curve can be fitted based on data curves of temperature, humidity and wind force.
When a location has these measurement parameters, its mildew index can be calculated by using the above formulas. But the measurement points are limited, the mildew of other locations without measurement value need to be fitted. The temporal-spatial variable mildew index can only use a fitted curve to express. The curve fitting based on averaging method or linear weight method has a major drawback, because these methods do not consider the relationship of different domains and time.
In order to characterize the non-linear multi-iterations relation, An R * -tree is used to build the spatial relation of a large space containing some smaller spaces. Leaf nodes are representative the mildew characteristic of smaller spaces. The inner nodes are fitted by the curves of their child nodes recursively to express the mildew characteristics of larger spaces.
In the tree fitting process, the similarity of fitting curves needs to be calculated. The similar curves can be fitted, but the dissimilar curves cannot be fitted because they do not have the same function. The curves having different functions to other nodes must be excluded.
In the next subsection, we provide the temporalspatial variable curves fitting method via the Lebesgue measure.
B. THE CURVE FITTING METHOD VIA THE Lebesgue MEASURE
The Lebesgue measure uses the inner product operation to compute the similarity of two data curves. Suppose there are two data curves p(x) and q(x), their relational measurement can be calculated according to formula (4), which is based on Lebesgue measure theory [30] .
The inner product operator is achieved in the Hilbert space, especially such as a vector space. The data space x can be any multi-dimensional linear or nonlinear space.
Any space can be regarded as the intersection of some subspaces. In each linear sub-space, the measure is the inner product of two corresponding data vectors. If the two subspaces are orthogonal, their combined measure is the product of the measures of sub-spaces. If the two sub-spaces are disjointed or only joint at one border of two sub-spaces, their combined measure is the sum of the measures of sub-spaces.
When these data curves are composed of limited data values, the integral formula (4) can be converted into an If {λ} = 0||∃λ 0 , make |λ 0 − λ r | ≈ 0 13 The curves are similar and can be fitted asµ 14 End if 15 End if accumulation formula, which is listed in (5).
Where x i can be different-dimensional data space, and also may be a non-linear data space. In each sub-space, the measure can be computed independently. The cumulative measure of all sub-spaces is the relationship measure of the two-data space.
We can also use the average distance of the two data point sets to express their dissimilarities.
Suppose there are two curves of data series A, B, which have been transformed into common coordinates. a i and b j are two points of the two curves respectively. E is a set of {e t } = {(a i , b j )}, where e t = |a i − b j |, and e t is the distance of the two points.
The curve similarity algorithm based on Lebesgue measure is shown in Algorithm.3.
The curve fitting of many-to-many point-pair is formed a multi-dimensional matrix. The matrix standardized decomposition and the spatial R * -tree index will be introduced in the application example in next section.
The measuring algorithm is realized by using the mapping difference of fitted temperature and fitted wind force based on condition choosing of effective humidity points, which is shown in Algorithm.4.
The fitted color bar and the middle of the color bar are connected to generate the polymerization curve, which has the distribution characteristics of formed precision and error in line with physical measurement, and is called a fitted measurement data curve.
In Algorithm.4, the map function realizes the mapping of measurement values into synchronized projected values based on a common base. The hash function allocates colors Hold the values of curve c s , c t 8 End if 9 Loop Until {c r } = null 10 Interpolating fit {e max } and {e min } to form envelop curve c max , c min 11 Fit functional curve c_ lebesg = {c min , µ} to data points of the same class. Increasing shades of red represent a closer relationship between point pairs. The midvalues of color-blocks are connected into a functional curve, which can characterize the common change feature of multidata curves.
The functional curve of similar curves is generated by using the envelope curve algorithm based on the maximum and minimum point pairs.
If there is a λ 0 and make 0 < e n ≤ λ 0 , the maximums and minimums can be selected and formed a set {e max , e min }.
The envelop curve algorithm is shown in Algorithm.5.
In Algorithm.5, the output curves have two curves. One is the upper curve fitted by maximum points, and other is the lower curve fitted by minimum points. The measure of the two curves can characterize the relationship of the two data sets. The convergence curve can be formed by using the upper curve and lower curve based on Lebesgue measure, which can uniquely characterize the relationship of two data series. 
V. APPLICATION INSTANCE AND EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the mildew index of an ancient dwelling, a WSN measurement network has been deployed in 5 subspaces including bedroom, parlor, and patio, hall and corridor. Each measurement node-group has multi-type sensors to measure temperature, humidity, wind force, light intensity, particles, and vibration. Sensor nodes adopt the ZigBee 2007 protocol based on IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifications. The networking mode adopts a tree-network and the node ranging uses Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) data. The physical node topology of measurement network in an ancient dwelling is shown in Fig.2 .
In Fig.2 , sensor nodes collect environment data and transform them into a sink node with the help of multi-hop route nodes. Sink node consolidate multi-type data and transmit them into the dwelling data center using a GSM/GPRS remote telecommunications system. In each sub-space, there are multi-measurement points, and their common fitted feature can characterize the spatial representative value of the physical space.
In the measurement process, there are some data losses or anomalies because of node breakdown, router error, gateway failure and emergencies. The abnormal data needs to be removed by using the above precision-error judging algorithm. The data and network need to be monitored in real time to find anomalies and errors. The data transform topology of physical measurement deployment of Fig.2 is a route tree, which is shown in Fig.3 .
In Fig.3 , for a given sending fusion data frame ''FE0E46876F79000200081823290AE50524002C'', the data is composed by frame header(FE), frame length(0E, the length of short address and payload), command type (4687, a fixed value), short address(6F79, a assigned IP address), command word(0002), the length of data payload(0008), temperature (18) , voltage(23), route information(290A), RSSI(E5), light intensity(05), humidity(24), vibration(00) and check bit (2C, XOR). The route topology can be generated by using the short address and route information of data frame. In the route topology, the router of 2L nodes is 287C. The routers of 1L room nodes and door nodes are 2AB2 and 2AB1. The router of patio, parlor and hall are 290A and 287C.
According to the curve similarity computing algorithm based on Lebesgue measure, the spatial fitting tree of a dwelling space can be constructed to express the temporalspatial variable environmental parameters, which is an R * -tree and is shown in Fig.4 . In Fig.4 , the data curves of hall, bedroom and 2L are fitted into R_c_h curve because their physical environments are similar. Similarly, the data curves of patio and parlor are fitted into Prt curve. The R_c_h curve and Prt curve are fitted into the Rch_prt curve, which can characterize the indoor environmental parameters of an ancient dwelling. In each fitting process, the fitting value is based on domain-values of corresponding sub-spaces, which involve upper bounds and lower bounds. The fitting process and structure is multi-layer range-fitting and is an R * -tree.
In each sub-tree fitting, the dimensions of data series may be different. The relationship matrix of data series is multi-dimensional and may be not homogeneous, which need to be decomposed into same-dimensional and isomorphism sub-matrices. For example, the measurement matrix of hall, bedroom and 2L curves are given to explain the multidimensional matrix standardization decomposing process.
In (6) 
Each micro-scale such as a bedroom has several measurement groups, and each group has different combinations of temperature sensor, humidity sensor and wind force sensor. The bigger scale comfort is fitted by several micro-scales of many-to-many measurement points according to the built R * -tree iteratively.
Next, we design several experiments to verify the effectiveness of heterogeneous measurement data process and multiparameters curves fitting algorithm.
The measurement data is collected by using the Ancient Dwelling Sensor Network (ADSN), which is supported by Science and Technology promotion project of Ministry of Culture in 2015. The data was gathered over a two year period and includes temperature, humidity, vapor pressure, wind force, light intensity, co, co 2 , vibration and particles.
A. THE FITTING MAPPING CURVES OF TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY AND WIND FORCE
The dwelling annual temperature mapping curve is fitted by using four characteristic curves of patio, parlor, bedroom, and hall, which is shown in Fig.5 .
The three parameters mapping algorithm is based on the scale measurement of their multi-dimensional Lebesgue measure matrices. The temperature curve is fitted by the mapping difference γ of the fitting value τ of temperature T greater than 15 • C and the value ν of wind force w less than 3. The mapping fitting values are calculated by using formula (7), which is based on measuring algorithm.
The temperature mapping fitting curve for the two year period 2013-2014 is shown in Fig.5 .
The Measurement ID is the index of measurement time from January 1 to December 30 in 2013a and 2014a.
In Fig.5 , the environments falling over temperatures of greater than 15 • C and wind forces of less than 3m/s are common base and the fitted temperature is periodic stability. Its mid-value curve is formed by connecting the middle of mapping differences, which is satisfied a normal distribution, so the temperature fitting curve can be regarded as an effective measurement data series.
The humidity mapping is also calculated based on Lebesgue measure. The one-tenth period and one-twentieth period annual humidity mapping fitting curves of indoor dwelling are shown in Fig.6 . In Fig.6 , the one-twentieth humidity mapping values in spring and winter seasons are higher than in summer and autumn seasons, which characterize persistent high humidity periods in Huizhou regions. The one-tenth humidity mapping values in summer and autumn seasons are higher than in spring and winter seasons, which show that the humidity change is less pronounced in these periods. Their mid-value trend curves can be formed by connecting the middle of mapping values and is satisfied a normal distribution. Therefore, the humidity fitting curve can also be regarded as an effective measurement data series.
B. THE MILDEW INDEX CURVE FITTING OF MICRO-SCALE BASED ON TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY AND WIND FORCE CURVES
The first step of multi-parameter fitting is to form the description of mildew environment. Because the curves of temperature, humidity and wind force have different parameter structures and physical attributes, the formative description of mildew environment is to extract the required parameter environmental range of dwelling environment and carry out the value feature acquisition.
The mildew range values of the three parameters are taken in time-synchronization, and the fitting curve family of three-type parameters affected mildew is determined. The monotone curve of mildew degree and trend can be formed by using the curve family.
The synchronized fitting distribution of temperature and wind force is shown in Fig.7 .
In Fig.7 , the fitted curve of temperature and wind force has periodic changeable characteristics at different times, which reflects a more significant correlation in summer and autumn seasons. Its mid-value trend curve is a normal distribution, which verifies the effectiveness of the soft fitting measurement of temperature and wind force.
According to the above mildew index domain calculating method and the curve fitting of multi-parameter including the mapping curves of temperature, humidity and wind force based on Lebesgue measure, the temporal-spatial variable logical value curves of indoor and outdoor dwelling are shown in Fig.8 .
In Fig.8 , the change trends of one-tenth of the logical value of outdoors and one-twentieth of the logical value of indoors are similar. The mildew change period for outdoors is greater than indoors. The influences of mildew index indoor affected by surroundings are greater than outdoor, which shows that indoor environments have high-humidity and weak-wind forces. Their mid-value trend curves of mildew logical are also satisfied a normal distribution, so the mildew logical curve can be regarded as a virtual measurement data series. The fitted mildew index is related with the mapping logical of mildew index according to the Alg.4. The annual mildew index of indoor dwelling is shown in Fig.9 .
In Fig.9 , The most of indoor mildew index are between in the interval of [1, 2.5], which are higher than outdoor mildew index and characterizes the more prone to easier-mildew in ancient dwelling. The mildew measurement period is one-tenth period long causing significant damage. The middle-value curve is satisfied a normal distribution and demonstrates the soft measurement effectiveness of mildew index fitting.
C. THE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CURVE FITTING METHODS
In order to compare the fitting effectiveness of different fitting methods, we use the Lebesgue fitting method based on R * -tree listed in Fig.4 and polynomial interpolation method to fit the hall mildew curve based on the curves of bedroom, patio, 2L. The comparable results are shown in Fig.10 .
In Fig.10 , the R2 value is the best fit measure of fitted curve and real data curve [33] . The R2 value is higher while the fitting result is better. The R2 value of Lebesgue fitting method is higher than polynomial fitting and average fitting methods. Meanwhile, the average and polynomial fitting curves have higher variance and average error than the Lebesgue fitting curve, and the latter is closer to the actual hall measurement curve, because the Lebesgue fitting method can keep up their local relation characteristics of multi-curve.
VI. CONCLUSION
The mildew measurement of different scales can be fitted by multi-heterogeneous parameters. The adaptive transform and mapping algorithm are proposed to process these heterogeneous parameters on the same standard base, which is effective in the field of multi-heterogeneous parameters fitting computing.
The limited measurement can be infinitely expanded to greater scale space, iteratively. The fitting computing of different domains is a meaningful work, which can verify variable dimensional data relation and fitting computing. The functional curve fitting based on many-to-many point-pairs generates a multi-dimensional Lebesgue matrix, and its standardization can find a common base of the data characteristics. The Lebesgue measure and its matrix decomposition can accurately measure the relation of complex data.
